[Classification and therapy of medication-overuse headache: impact of the third edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders].
The diagnosis of medication-overuse headache (MOH) is of central importance because this secondary headache disorder can be treated very effectively and patients do not usually respond to headache prophylaxis as long as MOH persists. The article describes important changes in the diagnostic criteria of different MOH subtypes after publication of the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3beta) in 2013. The new classification has a crucial and direct impact on prevention and treatment of MOH. In addition interactions exist with the new criteria of chronic migraine. With a controlled medication intake scheme according to the 10-20 rule and using a medication break, MOH usually remits in most patients. If patient education and advice does not lead to remission of MOH, a specialized managed medication break or withdrawal treatment becomes necessary. This can be done on an outpatient, day clinic or inpatient basis. In uncomplicated cases, the results of these three treatment settings do not differ. From a cost-effectiveness standpoint, the outpatient treatment should be given priority. In complicated cases, a fully inpatient withdrawal treatment using a multimodal treatment concept is significantly superior.